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the failure of negotiations with Nanking, and of the miscarriage of
relations with the Soviet Union, there are domestic factors contributing
to the insecurity of the Hirota cabinet. When Hirota formed the
cabinet after the incident of February 26, 1936, the military apparently
exacted from him a promise of action on clarification of the national
policy, improvement of the livelihood of the people, strengthening of
national defence, and the adoption of a positive foreign policy. On
the latter two points Hirota has been obliging : the military budget
is sharply increased, and the Army-favoured anti-Communism
agreement is certainly a concession to a " positive " foreign policy.
On the other two points, however, Hirota has temporized. Certain of
the military were pushing, under the first point, various proposals
of administrative and Diet reform, which Hirota effectively side-
stepped by endless reference to special commissions and committees.
Playing for time, he was finally aided by other and more pressing
political problems to distract attention. The second point, improve-
ment of the livelihood of the people, has not been accorded even the
pretence of fulfilment. Rising prices, rising debt, and rising taxes
contradict the commitment; and what has been done in the direction
of control of the electric-power industry is poorly comprehended by
and of doubtful advantage to the people.
The military appear to be in a position to oust the Hirota cabinet
whenever desired, explaining their action, when they decide to take
it, on the ground of the cabinet's failure to execute the platform;
but thus far there is no indication that the military agree that any
other cabinet could do, better. The military are still the dominant
influence in control of the Government and may continue to be so
during 1937, but as evils caused by military domination continue to
accumulate, sentiment against the domination increases in volume
and force. One field of notable opposition is in financial and industrial
circles, where business is more and more openly resentful of fascist
tendencies of control by the Government.
Meantime the Diet will meet with 44 per cent, of the seats of the
lower house held by the Minseito, 36 per cent, by the Seiyukai, and
the remaining 20 per cent, divided among Labour, other small parties,
and independents. The Minseito are represented in the Hirota
cabinet by the Minister of Communications and the Minister of
Commerce and Industry, the Seiyukai by the Minister of Railways
and the Minister of Agriculture and Forestry. The most important
ministers of the Hirota cabinet do not have party connections..
At the opening of 1937, to recapitulate, domestic politics in Japan
are characterized by popular criticism of the Government (particu-
larly for its foreign policy), and public dissatisfaction with the mount-
ing cost of living, budget increase, and pressure of taxes. Against
this opposition the advantages enjoyed by the Hirota cabinet in its
effort to stay in office are, first, that the military (still in control)
are not yet determined that a change would be an improvement, and
second, that the political parties still lack unity of attack.

